
The Vineyard
by Noah Lloyd and Matt Ryan

Keeper Background
1919, northern Washington, near the coastal fishing village of  Gravesport. The Columbia River valley already has several 
important vineyards used for producing wine, and the industry continues to expand. One prospective winemaker, Reginald 
Popper, along with his wife, Beatrice, and twin sixteen-year-old sons Robert and Malcolm, cleared 10 acres of  forestland 
last season on a large hill about three miles outside Gravesport. Unbeknownst to them, they tilled up the site of  an ancient, 
slumbering malevolence from the stars, a Colour Out of  Space (KRB 285). The Colour has manifested itself  in strange ways 
on the vineyard, and affected the entire Popper family, along with insinuating itself  into the dreams of  those who live nearby. 
This scenario discourages direct combat with the Colour in favor of  discovering the town’s secrets, bringing an end to their 
troubles by destroying the Popper winery. The first vintage of  Popper Family Vineyards has just been bottled. The scenario 
begins in the early hours of  the morning, when villagers begin waking around a disturbing sight…
The Shape in the Field
The four investigators, residents along the country roads between Gravesport and the Popper Family Vineyard, wake up to 
find themselves standing among rows of  grapevines. Describe the sense of  extreme confusion—the last thing any of  them 
remembers is going to bed the night before; they’re dressed in their nightclothes, or, if  they were up late, in the clothes they 
were wearing about midnight. The east is beginning to lighten, though the sun is not yet up. Another twenty or so villagers 
(including the entire Popper family) stand there with them, assembled around a circular, burnt-out patch where the vines and 
rows have been reduced to ash. In the center, a figure sitting on the ground leans against an eight-foot post. Spot Hidden 
rolls note that the figure seems to be breathing shallowly and has bits of  straw stuck in its sleeves. Attempts to wake any of  the 
other villagers fail, for now. Any who approach the figure in the center realize that it is a scarecrow—and now the sight of  its 
ragged breath calls for Sanity rolls (1/1D4). As the investigators look confusedly on, the villagers storm the scarecrow, ripping 
its clothing and straw from it in barbaric fashion, many of  them making animal-like growls as they do so (SAN 1/1D3). After 
this “attack,” the other villagers back away, forming another loose circle, and many of  them begin to waken, shaking their 
heads dazedly and asking confused questions.
 What’s revealed beneath the scarecrow is, apparently, a fungus, a gray, oily thing in the shape of  a human sitting with 
its arms around its knees. It has no facial features, but does seem to breathe (SAN 1/1D6). Several villagers run screaming 
from the vineyard upon seeing it. Any who touch it undergo opposed POW rolls with the Colour (assume 75% for all such 
rolls). Those who fail will suffer at the end of  the scenario (see “Sacramental Wine,” below). Closer investigation reveals a 
“root” as thick as an arm projecting from where the fungus-man’s sphincter would be into the earth below. 
That Day
There’s a diner, lumberyard, and other assorted businesses not far from everyone’s homes, and the day progresses normally. 
The townsfolk—especially those present the night before—act as though nothing’s happened. The investigators are likely 
at their wits’ ends about how to progress. Burning the figure in the vineyard only releases the Colour into its gaseous form, 
though during daylight hours it lacks the cohesion to attack or otherwise act.
 Interacting with folks in town to learn more about the Poppers discovers that their first vintage—despite being barely 
bottled—is already scheduled for shipment as sacramental wine to churches in Seattle, Portland, and San Francisco.
The Colours of  the Forest
A day passes. Soon, things throughout the village begin to change: the leaves on trees in the forest lose their pigmentation and 
seem to shimmer astrally; patterns in random surfaces (wooden walls, the grain of  bricks, etc.) seem to hold faces that recede 
from view when one approaches them. The town tilts on the wind. The Colour has infused into the grapes of  the vineyard, 
and thence into the Popper family’s wine. Eating the grapes provides bursts of  extraordinary flavor—no food will ever taste as 
good, and the character’s palate is forever denied satisfaction.
Sacramental Wine
Driven insane by close proximity to the Colour, and by their prolonged consumption of  the tainted grapes and water from 
their well (not to mention the fermenting wine) over the past months, all four members of  the Popper family are by now in-
curably insane. When the investigators return to the winery after a day or so, they discover the Popper family gathered around 
their dining table, the fungal “human” figure resting atop the table like a roast, and the family hungrily digging into it with 
knives and forks. Now, any who’ve touched the fungal figure in the vineyard and failed their opposed POW roll succumb to 
overwhelming hunger, and sit down to join the family’s meal. All who experience or witness this roll Sanity (1/1D8+1). After 
consuming the figure, the eyes of  all who did so turn an unknown, indescribable color, and they head to the burned-out patch 
to begin digging. (Extreme POW rolls at the end of  investigator turns to escape this madness). No one under the Colour’s 
command can speak or act against its wishes. The family, using shovels and pitchforks, will follow the “root” into the earth as 
far as it will take them. About forty feet down, a pool the color of  their eyes waits for them to bathe.
 The Colour has discovered the pleasure of  distributing itself  through such nuanced cultivation as the vineyard and 
wills the spread to continue. It will fight tooth and nail (so to speak) to maintain the production of  the winery. To perma-
nently defeat the Colour, the investigators must ensure three conditions: 1) that the Popper family is prevented from reaching 
the pool; 2) the entire Popper family vineyard burns; and 3) all of  the sacramental wine is destroyed. If  any of  the bottles 
reach major metropolitan areas, rampant cannibalism and wholesale destruction is reported within a few weeks. If  the wine is 
poured out upon the ground, nothing wholesome will grow in that spot ever again.
Contexts
This scenario takes heavy inspiration from Thomas Ligotti’s “The Shadow at the Bottom of  the World,” along with, of  course, 
H. P. Lovecraft’s “The Colour Out of  Space.” 
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